Coca-Cola was invented in 1886 from pharmacist John Pemberton, while the recipe of this drink is one of the biggest secrets of the world. It is the most famous drink in the world, but certainly the data that will you read below about Coca-Cola you never have heard. Also in the beginning was invented as a cure for headaches.

1. The beginning of Coca Cola

Beginning even once is not something that starts easily. Everything that today is found in very high peaks it has a beginning not to be admired. But what have drove these companies not to stop, not been submitted It was faith. Trust for a future, a future with otherwise than what have been before. Even the great company of drinks in the world Coca Cola has not had the perfect start. Even she had probably among the worst beginnings that can have a company that is newly. In the first year Coca Cola has sold only 25 bottles, but continued production. Also in these days this company has managed to be one that has left many traces in the history of the planet earth. With the beautifies advertisement in the season of the holidays and for the New Year definitely those advertisement give us joy and happiness.

2. The formula of Coca Cola

Very controversial is the formula or recipe of creation Coca Cola's. It is one of drinks sold and preferable ranging from young children to the elderly but almost nobody knows her formula. It is one of the best formula or secret stored. The company claims that only two people in the world know her recipe, and associated with this is circulates myth that they are not allowed to travel by plane, together with fears of a possible fatal accident. But how do you think it is possible that a company as large as wide use have so few people who know its formula? I do not know how it works because Coca Cola is not produced only in a country but all over the world. Interesting...

3. Taste of Coca cola

Coca Cola has a taste which likes a large number of global populations. But can her taste change in different countries around the globe. Yes taste changes. But it doesn't change in many different countries. The taste of Cola in the United States is somewhat different from all the rest of the world. It is somewhat strange but it is true. A different tastes of a particular country regardless the entire world where everyone else has the same taste.

4. Where it is and where nonexistent.

Most universal aerated drink "Coca-Cola" is not found in the markets of two countries Cuba, North Korea. In fact, since 1906, the island of Fidel Castro was one of the first three countries in the world (along with Panama and Canada) that allowed this drink came from the United States. But in 1962, three years after the founding of the Cuban revolution, this drink has been banned from entering in national borders. While North Korea has banned the trading of "Coca-Cola" s, in 1950, exactly in the same year, when there was affirmed the communist regime. Last country where became permitting to use this drink was Burma after 60 years not allowing Coca Cola.

5. How many types of drinks produce this company?